Desire2Learn Fusion Conference – Las Vegas, NV – July 19, 2017
Tobin, “Become a Copyright Ninja”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 59

Respondents: 54

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.
















A nice refresher of copyright. A simple contextualization of sometimes vague concepts.
A very well presented and thorough and accessible introduction to copyright law and its use in education.
Amazing, informative presentation. Attractive materials. Totally useful, got a better understanding.
Amazingly engaging! Very useful to me, and I feel more confident with copyright.
Another amazing + entertaining session with very high application value!
Awesome and entertaining. I often get the TEACH Act thrown in with this. It muddles it a little. I may follow up with
questions. Is accessibility > copyright?
Awesome!
Awesome! Learned a lot!!
Easy to understand + follow. Was engaging. Great examples.
Enjoyed greatly. Reminded me of the copyright rules that need to be remembered when dealing with any type of content.
Enjoyed it a great deal! Thanks!
Excellent & easily understandable session!
Excellent presentation.
Excellent.
Excellent—consistent with my research.

































Fun and interactive session. Very informative.
Great ‘stache!
Great info. Easy to listen to and use the info. Valuable to my job.
Great information, fun and interactive presentation! Excellent!
Great presentation—I never even looked at my watch.
Great session! The speaker was very well-spoken, funny, and clearly knew a lot about copyright.
Great session. I feel like I can go back + share this info more easily.
Great session. Presenter was very interesting and engaging.
Great! I won a prize: woo hoo!
GREAT!!
Great, simple understanding of copyright that is easily applied.
He put a lot of thought into each aspect of the presentation, + that’s appreciated. The best session on copyright I’ve ever
attended.
I enjoyed this session. Instructor was engaging and knowledgeable. Good, pertinent information.
I really appreciate the effort you take for the presentations—nice job and very informative as well as entertaining.
I wish my colleagues attended this session!
Interesting—realized I did not understand fair use laws.
Love that pre-breakfast entertainment!
Loved the videos in the beginning. PANE criteria—easy to remember. Thanks for making it simple! ☺
Practical information. I like the angle of info for training faculty.
Relevant.
Thank you! Great takeaways. Lovely acronym for the 4 Factors. Presentation skills: 5+++.
Thank you! I always enjoy your presentations.
Thanks!
The best copyright presentation I’ve attended. Thank you!
Very helpful and very organized.
Very insightful!
Very nice!
Very practical. Perfect.
Very useful information.
Very useful! All educators need to hear this.
Wonderful! Informative!! ☺
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